
1) Visit the libraries or deltalibraries.org to check out the items listed below and 

complete the suggested activities. 

2) Mark or color the animal when complete. 

3) When you have completed the list, return it to the library and receive a prize. 

Picture book 

Chapter book (K-2, reader’s choice) 

Non-fiction (599 or 636 animal related) 

Non-fiction (reader’s choice) 

Biography 

Bilingual book or Mango Language lesson on our website 

Book Kit/ Audiobook 

Graphic Novel 

DVD or Kanopy Kids video streaming on our website 

Walk a Storywalk ®  Which StoryWalk® did you visit?  _________________________________ 

Outside Activity (Ex. Walk a dog, camp, hike, bike, check out a map kit or a 

state parks pass)  Tell us what you did!  ______________________________________ 

New book 

For online resources like OverDrive for e-books and e-audiobooks, Mango Languages courses, and Kanopy Kids video 

streaming, visit the online library at www.deltalibraries.org. 

Name 

First                                                                             Last 

2021 Summer Reading Challenge! 



Name: 

Tails and Tales Scavenger Hunt! 

First                                                         Last 

Welcome to the "Tails and Tales" Scavenger Hunt!  This scavenger hunt is open to all ages and includes 

awesome prizes for the top three winners.  The seven questions below will guide you on your mission 

and you will earn points for completing each activity.  The deadline for submissions is Saturday, July 24  

This form can be submitted at the libraries or online at deltalibraires.org.  Happy Hunting!   

1. How many animals can you find outside?  You get a point for each one you list here for a 

maximum of 20 points.  

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. For 10 points, find a living creature that is smaller than a quarter and larger than a grain of sand.  

Tell us what it is.  For 5 bonus points, attach a photo or a drawing of the creature. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. For 10 points, grab a book and find a comfortable reading nook. Describe your reading nook to 

us.  Where is it? What book are you reading? For 10 bonus points, attach a photo or drawing of 

you in your reading nook. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Find a book about animals at home or at the library.  Tell us the title of the book and your 

favorite animal character.  For 10 bonus points attach a photo or drawing of your favorite 

character! 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. How many bugs can you find outside? You get a point for every one you list here for a maximum 

of 20 points. If you don't know the name of the bug, just briefly describe it, for example, 2 small 

black bugs. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. For 25 points, find something in your town or neighborhood that depicts an animal or mythical 

creature and tell us what it is and where you found it.  For 10 bonus points, attach a photo or 

drawing of it. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

7. Go outside on a cloudy day and see how many animal shapes you can find in the clouds.  List the 

animals here and earn a point for each one for a maximum of 10 points. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________  

Phone Number (Required to win a prize) 


